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Developing an altern tive citation system in theory might be desirable, but

realistically the proposed sit rnative, citing to the original Order, is of little use to anyone

wishing to read an opinion i published, hard copy, form. West case reporters are

commonly and conveniently vailable and hard copy court Orders are not. It is inconvenient,

time consuming and expensi to obtain copies of Court Orders from clerks' offices.

Availability, is the key to t effectiveness of the citation.

If the real benefit of "new" system is to provide an alternative (non-West) citation

for electronic reporter servic . then these services should develop and implement such an

alternative citation system o their own. The burden should not fall on the courts. The

Court only needs to canal whether or not to allow alternative citations to be used in court

documents. Of course, pare lel West citations will be necessary 'until electronic publication

of case reports become gene ally available to and commonly relied upon by courts and

lawyers in the jurisdiction-" (ABA Special Committee on Citation Issues Report and

Recommendation at D.) . admission by the ABA, undercuts the argument that the

alternative citation system is ecessary because of copyright issues involved when other

reporting services use West' citations.
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To accept responsibi ty for implementing the "new" citation system would be a great

undertaking for the courts. t would be especially difficult in jurisdictions which operate in

different locations with sepa to clerk offices, such as this Court with clerks offices in

Phoenix and Tucson. We uld have to develop a coordinated system for assigning citation

numbers to Orders. Our cl offices do not even have such a unified system for assigning

ease numbers. Instead, the ocnix and Tucson offices assign case numbers separately.

They assign case numbers u front when a case is filed, and the assigned number serves to

identify "all" documents fit in the case. The proposed citation system is more burdensome

because it requires a citatio assignment for each Order, not just for a case.

Currently, the Court files are organized by case numbers which identify: 1) the

place of filing (Phoenix or on); 2) the sequential number of the case, assigned at the

time of filing, and 3) the ju we. Every document within a file is sequentially numbered with

a document/docket number. The proposed citation form has no relationship to the existing

system. The courts will hay to reorganize their files and record rooms to make the

proposed citation system me ingful. In other words, case numbers and document numbers

will have to be cross-refere to correspond with Order citations before a citation could be

used to actually locate a py Order- It seems absurd to develop an entirely new, and

meaningless, citation system o locate Orders that our existing case numbering system and

docketing numbering system perfectly capable of locating.

Our clerks should not be burdened with the responsibility of assigning citation

numbers to Orders. Docket" of issued Orders is performed by multiple clerks in the two

offices. Assigning citations ould require some sort of giant computerized network which
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